
CephFS - Feature #51162

mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` command

06/09/2021 08:37 PM - Ramana Raja

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Ramana Raja   

Category:    

Target version: v17.0.0   

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags: backport_processed Component(FS): mgr/volumes

Backport: quincy Labels (FS): task(medium)

Reviewed:  Pull request ID: 42549

Description

Add command  to rename a fs volume. It should:

rename the file system

change the application tags on the data and meta data pools to the new name

change the name of the data and the meta data pools based on the convention followed during `fs volume create`

Related issues:

Copied to CephFS - Backport #54221: quincy: mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` c... Resolved

Copied to CephFS - Backport #54222: octopus: mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` ... Rejected

Copied to CephFS - Backport #54223: pacific: mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` ... Rejected

History

#1 - 06/09/2021 08:38 PM - Ramana Raja

See https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/41385 for `fs rename` command implementation

#2 - 06/09/2021 08:39 PM - Ramana Raja

- Tracker changed from Feature to Bug

- Regression set to No

- Severity set to 3 - minor

- Labels (FS) task(easy) added

#3 - 06/14/2021 01:54 PM - Patrick Donnelly

- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

- Assignee set to Ramana Raja

#4 - 09/23/2021 04:55 PM - Ramana Raja

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

- Pull request ID set to 42549

- Labels (FS) task(medium) added

- Labels (FS) deleted (task(easy))

#5 - 02/09/2022 06:05 AM - Venky Shankar

- Backport changed from pacific,octopus to pacific,octopus,quincy

#6 - 02/09/2022 06:05 AM - Venky Shankar

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport
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#7 - 02/09/2022 06:12 AM - Backport Bot

- Copied to Backport #54221: quincy: mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` command added

#8 - 02/09/2022 06:12 AM - Backport Bot

- Copied to Backport #54222: octopus: mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` command added

#9 - 02/09/2022 06:12 AM - Backport Bot

- Copied to Backport #54223: pacific: mgr/volumes: `fs volume rename` command added

#10 - 03/22/2022 12:31 AM - Ramana Raja

Venky, this tracker was originally planned for quincy. It depends on a feature tracker https://tracker.ceph.com/issues/47276#note-8 and bug fix 

https://tracker.ceph.com/issues/50852 that are only in quincy. I have a created a backport PR for quincy. I suspect that backport to pacific and

octopus is non trivial. Is there a requirement for this feature in pacific and octopus? I am inclined not to backport to pacific and (especially) octopus

unless necessary.

#11 - 03/22/2022 05:02 PM - Ramana Raja

- Backport changed from pacific,octopus,quincy to quincy

#12 - 03/22/2022 05:03 PM - Ramana Raja

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Rejected

The feature is meant for quincy and later releases.

#13 - 03/22/2022 05:03 PM - Ramana Raja

- Status changed from Rejected to Pending Backport

#14 - 08/08/2022 04:33 PM - Backport Bot

- Tags set to backport_processed

#15 - 12/08/2022 05:54 AM - Venky Shankar

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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